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CEO Message:
Can we keep our
COP26 promise?

Can the government keep its promise 

of affordable energy while hitting its 

commitments to climate change targets, and 

how can we play our part? 

Calls for help with rising household energy bills 

is obviously high on the government’s agenda, 

with looming fuel poverty and costs that could 

more than double in a year.

Short term grants and tax incentives for home 

insulation, specifically thermal insulation, 

could be a good start. Insulating 19 million UK 

homes in the next decade could help cut UK gas 

consumption by >15%.

Insulation is a no-brainer and quick fix, even a 

simple draught excluder for a door can make a 

small difference. While reducing the number of 

rooms we use, and only heating the rooms we 

use, can also help.

The International Energy Agency says turning 

down our thermostats by a degree could save 

up to 10% of heating energy and costs.

Others may consider the more extreme 

measures of the 1970s energy crisis when the 

government ran energy saving campaigns like, 

“Save energy - bath with a friend”. WHAT, you 

might say? Yes, that was real.

Providing aggressive support grants and tax 

incentives for households to install solar and 

install more heat networks and heat pumps 

could also help ease the energy demand.

Some are already pushing the government to 

phase out the sale of gas boilers before 2025. 

This would mean that all future heating and 

water would have to be replaced by heat pumps 

from geothermal energy networks, or powered 

by roof top solar or wind energy.

Karl Farrow
– CEO CeraPhi® Energy



Reducing the driving speed limit to 55mph, 

thought to be the most efficient running 

speed for many cars, could help reduce fuel 

consumption and cut carbon emissions.

Moving to electric cars in 2030 is a nice 

thought, but where is all that additional energy 

coming from, with >32 million cars on the road 

today and approximately 100 kWh to charge a 

200-mile range electric car?

The UK has about 80 GW of installed capacity 

today. Do the maths - it’s staggering. But where 

is Geothermal and fusion in all of this?

The public might be willing to accept some or 

all these challenges as part of a government 

committed plan.

We continually hear from experts pushing for 

more investment in baseload renewables like 

geothermal heat networks. The Department for 

Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) 

is pushing us to cut emissions from fossil fuels 

to protect the climate, shielding the UK from 

future rocketing global oil and gas prices.

It was disappointing that Geothermal was not 

recognised in the recent energy strategy as a 

key contributor to net zero targets.

Recently, we have seen ministers pushing 

for fracking again in the UK, apparently 

disregarding the 2019 ban, which was imposed 

until firms could ensure safety from the effects 

of induced seismic activity. Yet last month, on a 

clean energy development at the Eden project in 

Cornwall, we witnessed the effects of hydraulic 

fracturing with another seismic event.

It is a critical time in the UK’s energy history and 

a test of the government’s willingness to invest 

the cash and stick with its policies to deliver 

on climate targets, while protecting us from 

Vladimir Putin’s war on Ukraine.



Mobilisation under 
way to start 
IGas Nettleham 
demonstrator
work
Formal approval has now been given to start 
development work on the Nettleham site on the 
outskirts of Lincoln.

The development will capitalise on IGas’s deep local 

knowledge, surface infrastructure and existing wells and 

CeraPhi’s project management and delivery experience 

using its proprietary technology, CeraPhiWell, a closed 

loop downhole heat exchanger for developing heat 

network projects.  

This pathfinder project will be used to demonstrate the 

commercial potential for geothermal energy production 

from repurposing the existing oil and gas well on the 

site where the energy can be used for a multitude of 

offtakes, such as heat for agriculture, residential heating/

cooling and the development of hybrid energy systems 

generating both heat and power.

The scope will involve the partial decommissioning 

of existing wells and the installation of the CeraPhi 

Proprietary Test Demonstrator package to model the heat 

extraction possible from the existing wells to determine 

its commercial use. The site provides positive signs of 

being able to produce several thermal megawatts which 

is equivalent to several hundred homes with potential for 

expanding under the right commercial conditions.

Using thermal energy from the ground specifically from 

disused and non-productive oil and gas wells and mines 

around the country could provide the UK with hundreds 

of thermal megawatts of clean baseload energy annually. 

CeraPhi proprietary technology allows extraction of 

heat from deep below the ground in a non-intrusive 

environmentally-friendly way.

CeraPhi is at the forefront of this development using 

an innovative approach, technology and skills already 

developed within the oil and gas sector.

With the current energy crisis, fuelled by the current war 

in Ukraine, using thermal energy at high temperatures 

could provide a long-lasting benefit to the UK’s 

decarbonisation plans and ensure the country becomes 

net zero by a virtually limitless baseload energy source.

Sprint Waste 
awards CeraPhi 
development 
study for strategic
Houston site

Sprint Waste is one of Houston’s premium waste 
management companies and owns multiple sites 
around the Texas and Louisiana region. The study 
will incorporate a location on the Houston Ship 
Channel, which services clients such as Dupont and 
ExxonMobil.

The study will be split into three phases under CeraPhi 

standard development framework and will cover an initial 

scoping phase, business case development phase and 

a pilot design phase, which will take the project to an 

investment grade phase for full scale development.   

Sprint Waste Services is a premier, full-service provider of 

waste collection, storage, removal, hauling, and recycling 

and landfill services to industrial and large commercial 

businesses across Houston and the Gulf Coast. With 

headquarters in Houston, it has locations across Texas 

and Louisiana, state-of-the-art technology and equipment, 

and an impressive transportation fleet across the entire 

waste stream.



Two-Day 
CeraPhi team strategy 
alignment session

More than 20 of the CeraPhi team came 

together for the first time since the company’s 

incorporation, with some of the team meeting 

for the first time.

 

The two-day event, at the historic Masonic Lodge 

in Great Yarmouth, was aimed at team building and 

alignment to the company’s overall strategy, along 

with developing key strategic messaging.

We agreed on a tag-line that best describes 

Ceraphi;

Our offices in Houston and Dubai joined the team 

strategy day via video link.

CeraPhi helps organisations 
reach net zero through 

its baseload clean energy 
solutions from geothermal.



CeraPhi Energy 
and Climate 
Change 
Ventures 
collaborate for 
baseload green 
hydrogen
CeraPhi Energy and Climate Change Ventures (CCV) 

announced their collaboration for the development 

of green hydrogen using baseload geothermal 

as the primary energy source for continual 

electrolysis from its proprietary closed loop 

CeraPhiWell™ system.

The parties will combine CeraPhi’s experience in 

advanced geothermal and proprietary closed loop 

technology together with CCV’s innovative hydrogen 

technology to develop and roll out baseload geothermal 

for scalable green hydrogen production anywhere.

Karl Farrow, CeraPhi Energy CEO, said: “There is a lot of 

hype around hydrogen’s role in the energy mix being a 

clean fuel to burn for heating or used for transportation. 

However, we know most of this is focused on the use of 

fossil fuel and, whatever that is - black, grey or blue - to 

produce this sustainably at scale means producing fossil 

fuels in vast quantities forever. 

The CeraPhi approach allows hydrogen to be produced 

using one of the cleanest baseload energy sources, 

geothermal. Green hydrogen requires a 24/7 energy 

supply to make it commercial at scale. Because of 

its complex transportation challenges, the ability to 

produce green hydrogen at a low cost where it can 

be used directly provides game changing commercial 

benefits. We are looking forward to working with 

Climate Change Ventures in these projects and defining 

the next generation of scalable green hydrogen 

technology.”

Horacio Carvalho, CEO of Climate Change Ventures, 

said: “CCV is always looking for new technologies 

that enhance competitive pricing on green hydrogen 

production and we are delighted to have entered into 

this collaboration agreement with CeraPhi.

With our subsidiary Hydrogen Ventures (H2V), which 

develops green hydrogen projects, we will have a 

constant supply of green power from geothermal 

facilities developed by CeraPhi. CCV will also introduce 

this technology to other clients whom we currently 

advise to enhance their capability to access a mix of 

green power 24/7.”



GreenFlash™ 

CeraPhi Energy teams 
with San Diego-
based Tech Company 
RenewaBit to develop 
energy efficient bitcoin 
mining solution from 
disused wells  

The GreenFlash™ solution will combine retrofit oil 

and gas wells to produce 100% clean geothermal 

energy with highly efficient integrated crypto 

mining offtake that seamlessly commercialises 

produced energy at ultra-high yield prices.

The GreenFlash™ service helps solve the key financial 

and environmental challenges posed by end-of-life oil 

and gas wells, providing a clean sustainable energy 

transition and switches incentives for well-owners to 

retain assets by making well end-of-life profitable.

Notably, GreenFlash™ leverages the proprietary 

CeraPhiWell™ closed loop technology that allows 

disused oil and gas wells to be retrofitted to produce 

clean geothermal energy.



In the last newsletter we reported that CTO Iain 
Pittman had been working with Professor T.G. 
Karayiannis and Dr J. Tyacke of the Centre for Energy 
Efficient and Sustainable Technologies (CEEST).

The first phase of this work is still under way. We are 

expecting the first phase of results by the end of Q2. 

Ceraphi has agreed to participate as an industrial partner 

in two engineering and physical science (EPSRC) projects 

relating to improvements and optimisation of organic 

rankine cycle and desalination processes. 

During the first quarter of this year, Ceraphi was asked 

to join Brunel University’s SME Capacity Strengthening 

Project. This involves attending three workshops to kick 

off projects with the university around the themes of 

research, innovate and emerge. 

Unfortunately, Covid meant that we missed the first 

workshop, however Iain Pittman attended the second 

on 16th March where conceptual design proposals and 

funding development were discussed. A plan for further 

collaboration started to take shape.

A further session will take place on May 10th where the 

proposed project will be further refined, and funding 

options explored. 

Brunel
University -
Research 
Innovate 
and Emerge 
programme

On the anniversary of the launch of the 
Geothermal Energy Advancement Association 
(GEAA), we have now reached >700 members 
on LinkedIn.

The GEAA site reaches out globally and connects 

those passionate about advancing geothermal. 

It includes senior energy professionals, 

executives, CEOs, academics, students, scientists, 

technologists, consultancies, media, writers, 

entrepreneurs, innovators, regulators, advisors, and 

government officials.

GEAA now has a nominated Board of Founding 

Members and has formed a working group, a 

platform focused on advocacy for geothermal 

exploration, appraisal, commercialisation, 

development, production, and people and skills. 

I am particularly pleased that the groups have 

universities, energy companies, institutions, 

and professional services all working together 

advocating sustainable geothermal heat and power. 

Look out for further details in coming weeks.

GEAA – 
Geothermal 
Energy 
Advancement 
Association - 
one year on

Chris Sladen
– CeraPhi® Energy



Join CeraPhi Energy at Booth 2279 during OTC
2nd – 5th May 2022 

CeraPhi Energy will be exhibiting on the Green Town Labs 

in the Energy Transition zone during OTC 2022. The event 

will be attended by senior executives of the company, if you 

want to connect whilst we are in Houston please contact us. 

Karl Farrow – CEO – karl.farrow@ceraphi.com
Gary Williams – COO – gary.williams@ceraphi.com
Iain Pittman – CTO – iain.pittman@ceraphi.com
 

The Pioneers Session -
Creating Value in Offshore Renewable Energy - 
Wednesday May 4th 2:00 PM - 4:30 PM Local Time

Karl Farrow will be looking at the future of offshore 

renewables and how companies like CeraPhi are developing 

innovation within this sector. The panel will be made up of 

pioneers from all branches of offshore renewable energy. 

Floating wind, wave energy, tidal energy, ocean thermal 

energy conversion, and obviously offshore geothermal. The 

panel will share how they built their companies, where they 

are at in terms of deployment, and what they see as the 

challenges ahead. They will also discuss how to best work 

together to advance the goals of reducing our dependence 

on oil and gas.

Upcoming Events

Join Ceraphi at SNS 2022 Energy Integrated in the East
25th & 26th May 2022

CEO Karl Farrow will be presenting at SNS2022 looking at 

Geothermal as an alternative baseload. CeraPhi will also be 

exhibiting at SNS2022.

To pre-arrange meetings with the Ceraphi team please 

contact Holly Harvey-Perdicou –

holly.harvey-perdicou@ceraphi.com

Join CeraPhi Energy at newenergy CREF 2022
26th – 28th April 2022 

CeraPhi Energy has been invited to attend CREF 2022. The 

focus? On inspiring action by bringing the full ecosystem of 

policy-makers, regulators, utilities, investors, developers and 

financiers together in an environment which encourages the 

market to meet, originate and transact. The big question: 

How do we get the energy transition over the finish line?



New Team Members

CeraPhi Energy has welcomed two new 

members to our growing team.

Angela Hogg and Holly Harvey-Perdicou are both 

based in our Great Yarmouth head office alongside 

the rest of the CeraPhi Energy team.

Angie joins us from one the region’s leading 

offshore wind companies and is excited to be 

joining CeraPhi Energy to be part of the geothermal 

journey we are on. She has taken on much of our 

bookkeeping and administrator duties.

Holly was in the energy sector for many years, 

before moving to live in the Far East, working at 

EEEGR, Gardline and Fred Olsen Windcarrier. 

She will be our marketing lead, organising our 

attendance at events, planning our own webinars 

and steering our marketing campaigns.

The Ceraphi team, are delighted to welcome 

them both to the team and we all look forward to 

working together.



Michael Kuhlman – Drilling and Completions Specialist

Michael has more than 30 years’ experience as a petroleum engineer, managing a global drilling 

portfolio for major international service providers. With a background and vast expertise in 

engineering and design of wellbore construction, directional drilling, drilling optimisation, multilateral 

wellbore construction and completions as well as downhole tool development and engineering 

management. Michael will be supporting CeraPhi in downhole development of advanced geothermal 

tools technology.

Rupert Cutler – Risk Insurance Specialist

With more than 30 years in the commercial insurance industry and sharing these risk skills as an 

experienced risk consultant, helping companies access and best use the insurance industry to transfer 

and manage risk. 

Rupert brings a wealth of experience in both projects and contracts area, specifically on difficult and 

new emerging markets such as Africa. He is a seasoned speaker on the conference circuit using his 

experience of the practicalities of risk identification and management. 

He has several risk transfer specialisms including agricultural and energy commodities, non-

governmental organisations, trade and project finance, asset finance, contractors, application of 

technology with consultancy through the lifetime of his clients’ activity.

Rupert is an FCA-approved Authorised Representative of Bellwood Prestbury, an independent Lloyds 

insurance broker, with an LLB Hons from University College Cardiff and an Associate of the Chartered 

Insurance Institute and Chartered Insurance Broker.

Howard Tolman – Financing Technology & Banking Specialist

Financial technology entrepreneur, former banking and FX executive, Tolman is a seasoned financial 

specialist and has a great deal of experience in credit and risk management. 

His career in the financial markets includes management positions with Bankers Trust and Dresdner 

Bank and 11 years with Bank of America, departing an SVP Europe where he was responsible for a 

number of areas including treasury and FX activities, credit and financial analysis and the introduction 

of innovative financial structures and securitisation.

Howard went on to pioneer the automation of FX trading markets as managing director of Cognotec 

where he created a multi-million-dollar revenue stream. Under his management the company had 

the most successful two and half years in its history. Howard is a technology visionary behind 

digitalisation of cloud technology and virtualisation seen as a gamechangers in the financial services 

technology markets of the future. 

Advisory 
Board 
News

Q1 has seen three new 
members join our advisory 
board strengthening our 
drilling, finance and business 
risk areas.
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